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Many FPC members have shared their thoughts on 
the challenges confronting their church home. They 
have shown their comfort and discomfort with change.

Repeatedly, members mentioned the need to arrive 
at a common vision they think has been lacking. The 
strong inclination to look backward instead of forward, 
to insist “We need to do that because we always 
have,” or “Well, we used to do it this way,” as one 
member described, is not really a vision. OK, “that 
was right for you, but what’s right for the next group?” 
would be the better question, he said.

“If you want to keep your church 
from dying … Focus on your own 

transformation together, not on your 
church dying. Focus on the mountains 

ahead, not the rivers behind. Focus 
on continually learning, not what 

you have already mastered.”

– TOD BOLSINGER in Canoeing the Mountains: 
Christian Leadership in Uncharted Territory

If it is to have a chance at success, the common, 
intentional direction must be decided together, whether, 
citing a parable, it is “putting new wine into old 
wineskins or doing something completely different,” 
another person said.

Among the decisions that may face the congregation, 
some members say, are ones that relate to the culture 
of the church. Should FPC do more to look outward, 
instead of inward as some believe is its current tendency? 
What might doing more to serve than being served look 
like within the volunteer and financial capacities of FPC?

The building itself is also a frequent topic of conversation. 
A few interviewed threw out the idea of selling the 
whole building – if a buyer could be found – to preserve 
the congregation. But more of those interviewed 
pondered potential ways to put the Case building to use, 
while realizing that might require investments. It has 

been mentioned as space for nonprofit organizations, 
though they are often short of resources themselves. 
Or all or some of it could be sealed off from the church 
and rented as office or even living space, like the Derby 
Lofts and other downtown buildings. After all, about 
2,750 residents called downtown home in 2019, and 
2,000 new housing units are expected there by 2024.4

Some members proposed ideas for bringing other 
congregations aboard to use the sanctuary or Case 
building, much like the Congolese refugee group now 
does. Or, like the Baptist City Life does, consider serving 
as home to smaller groups of Chinese, Thai, Laotian, 
Hispanic, and homeless worshipers along with a larger 
main congregation.

There seem to be a number of options, some involving 
the Case building, some the sanctuary, some both. All 
could help make the building “more self-funded, so 
that’s completely off the table and not getting in our 
way of every decision we make,” noted one person. 

Can these issues be addressed simultaneously or 
are there topics that need to be discussed as distinct 
issues, perhaps one even driving outcomes of another? 

As one member sees it, “There probably needs to be 
a bifurcation between the congregation as one issue 
and the real estate assets that the church owns as 
a second issue.”

What might change look like for FPC, if the congregation 
decides to pursue it? Or if, instead, we decide to double 
down on its traditional church approach?

As it should at most times, our faith can guide us as we 
weigh these questions and the future. We should ask:

• What does scripture teach about being an inviting,  
 welcoming, transforming congregation in realizing  
 God’s vision for God’s church?

• What do you believe to be God’s vision for this  
 church if it were faithful to the past but open 
 to the future?

4 Downtown Wichita, 2020. “Project Downtown: Celebrating 10 Years of Progress”
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PATHS F IRST  PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH COULD TAKE

“If you want to keep your church from dying … 
Focus on your own transformation together, 

not on your church dying. Focus on the 
mountains ahead, not the rivers behind. 

Focus on continually learning, 
not what you have already mastered.”

– TOD BOLSINGER in Canoeing the Mountains: 
Christian Leadership in Uncharted Territory



Unresolved are whether such would-be followers exist 
and whether a church of largely aging members could 
do the work of a congregation. Would it be a financially 
sound or realistic approach with the resources to 
provide the kind of church envisioned, for paid musical 
staff, for example? Would FPC eventually exhaust the 
pool of “old people”?

Seek a Merger
Could FPC try to merge with another Presbyterian 
Church, as two did in Hutchinson, to obtain the critical 
mass to survive and possibly thrive? Or as First Baptist 
up the street did when it was subsumed by City Life. 

Or as Jewish congregations are doing in a separate 
but cohabitating manner.

Like the “advertise the traditional church” approach, 
a merger could be seen as fighting for market share 
in a shrinking market instead of reaching out to the 
unchurched. And it could involve surrendering FPC’s 
culture and traditions. Then there is the question, 
frankly, of whether another church would want to 
merge with FPC. Would others want to take on 
FPC’s big, old building and welcome a congregation 
that has not embraced change? When you meld 
two organizations, it is safe to assume some will 
jump ship.

“My personal opinion is if you end up going down 
that road, you’re basically splitting up the church, 
and people are going make their own decisions about 
where they want to go,” one member said.

Others cautioned that true mergers require equals 
creating something wholly new together, as opposed 
to one thinking the other should welcome them with 
open arms. One culture wins.

“I don’t think a merger would be the right idea in the 
sense that ‘merge’ suggests that both cultures are 
going to exist,” said someone who came from the 
First Baptist side when it and the larger, younger 
City Life combined. “What I can say from ours is that 
that’s almost impossible.

That one culture will lead, and we kind of desired to 
create a new culture. It was just crazy, crazy hard.”

Some of those interviewed said they had not given much 
thought to a merger as a possibility, while one sensed it 
was being pushed by church leaders. Others had mulled 
the idea and mentioned Grace and Covenant as possible 
candidates. Some said it ignored the tough issue of what 
kind of church First Presbyterian Church should be.

“I don’t see that as any kind of success in terms 
of growing or reaching out. It’s a solution that is
kicking the can down the road,” said one member.
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Two broad categories have emerged, roughly grouped 
as sticking with the traditional approach – and possibly 
fading away with it – and more dramatic change that 
would require leaps of faith and movement outside 
comfort zones. 

Continue the 
Traditional Approach
The liturgy, order of worship, a reasoned high-church 
sermon, choral and organ music, the hymns long 
sung, a sanctuary unadorned by band instruments and 
PowerPoints. They are all pieces of what some would 
call the Presbyterian tradition.

Are there ways FPC could survive while maintaining 
that tradition? Here are three possible options mentioned 
by members among many others that might exist:

Do Nothing
The congregation, either by deliberately choosing or 
failing to accept another approach, could leave worship, 
music, programs, and missions as they are, and not 
reach out in new ways.

Members who like the traditional approach would 
continue to be happy, at least until a shrinking 
congregation could no longer support the things they 

value. Unless society comes around to doing church 
as Presbyterians have favored, this likely means fading 
away. An advocate for change fears this result: “That it 
will be a little group of 50 bitter people, not having an 
impact, not doing anything to further the kingdom and 
not being effective, even at serving ourselves.”

Advertise the Traditional 
Church Better
Under this school of thought, FPC could gain new life – 
new members – if only those people could discover the 
wonders that exist at the church. If they just saw the 
splendid sanctuary, they would be sold. You just have 
to get them in the door.

So, the church could advertise better, reach out to 
those who love classical music or find the souls who 
love opera among people moving downtown. It could 
figure out a way to attract the symphony crowd or well-
educated public radio listeners. It could canvass, send 
postcards, use social media or put up a bright electronic 
sign out front.

Maybe, as one member tossed out somewhat 
whimsically, FPC could be “the old people church
in Wichita” for those who have raised families and 
seen their churches changing.

PART 2.1

Paths First Presbyterian 
Church Could Take

CONTINUE THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

DO NOTHING

ADVERTISE THE TRADITIONAL CHURCH BETTER

SEEK A MERGER
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Minister to the Neighborhood
Homeless people are already around the church, 
and that is a challenge and an opportunity. As are, 
perhaps,the young and older people moving downtown, 
the “nones” and “dones.”

The needs among poor and homeless people are many, 
but that does not mean they are easily or effectively 
served. With mental illness and substance abuse issues 
common, there are concerns about safety and comfort. 
What an expanded mission would look like is unclear. 

Do you give them more vouchers or instead try to 
find or supply them with a job or housing, or hold the 
community breakfast more often?

Jon Gordon, outreach pastor at City Life, said his church 
benefits from decades of relationship building in the 
homeless community. The ministry attracts about 
200 homeless people, and it costs money. Every two 
months or so, because disruptions occur, he finds 
himself at the front of the church saying, “I know it 
feels uncomfortable, but when stuff happens, we want 
you to know that the difference between here and 
anywhere else you are is that I know their names.”

Any discussion of reaching out to homeless or 
unchurched people always brings the question of,  
yes, but will they help support the church financially? 
The flipside is that City Life attracts some members 
exactly because of its mission, Gordon said.

“There are always ways a church can serve people 
outside their walls … both in big and small ways. The 
question is if you have enough people with the desire 
to do so and the willingness to prioritize resources,” 
said Deann Smith, executive director of United Methodist 

Open Door, which provides food, clothing, and shelter 
to poor Wichitans.

Other downtown Presbyterian churches across the 
country have missions illustrating possibilities and 
limitations. First Presbyterian, Atlanta, with ministries to 

homeless people and a preschool, receives about 20% of 
its budget from an endowment, about $1.1 million a year.

East Liberty Presbyterian in Pittsburgh, called the Cathedral 
of Hope, feeds homeless people before worship every 
Sunday and offers an extensive arts education program 
to city children who otherwise could not access them. 
But that church has an endowment of about $24 million.

“The interesting thing as a Christian is that if you ever 
wanted to execute Matthew 25 among your midst, we 
have that population at our doorstep,” said one Session 
member. “So, what does that mean to FPC as we move 
forward? … That could be a direction, but I just don’t 
know how popular that would be.”

A different member suggests reaching out to families 
living in the city’s core, providing nights out, dinners, 
movie nights and other services to parents and children 
who often do not have those opportunities.

Another opportunity people mention is the growing 
numbers of downtown residents, many of them young 
and, likely, unchurched. The question is how to reach 
them and where. And are they reachable? Are they 
interested? Do they want to gather in a brewery instead 
of a sanctuary?

“What’s drawing them to downtown might not be 
the church,” one person said, but instead work and 
vibrancy. He’s not convinced of the school of thought 
that “they’re here, so they should come to church here.”

Refugee or other Church Plants
One thing FPC has in abundance is space. So, about 
four years ago, with a contact made at the school 
backpack distribution, church members became aware 
that a congregation of Congolese refugees was meeting 

in a laundromat. After working out arrangements, 
they began to worship in a Case building classroom.

With members from a stew of denominations, they 
worship in a vibrant style that is a contrast to that of 
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This big tent reflects multiple ideas suggested by 
members and others relating to themes of changing 
to reflect the times and attract new audiences. While 
there is a temptation to offer technical solutions that 
may reinforce the transactional feel of the church as 
it is viewed by some members, others recommend 
strategies that more accurately reflect the adaptive 
nature of the challenges facing FPC. These members 
suggest that the best approach and outcomes would 
likely come by focusing on embodying and spreading 
the word of God and his call to serve someone 
or something bigger than oneself.

Here are several paths members said FPC could 
take, also among many others that may exist.

Go Contemporary or Hybrid
Make a push and either add a contemporary or blended 
worship service or replace one of the existing ones, 
in the belief it could attract younger members with 
families and augment the ones who gather for youth 
worship on Wednesday nights. Many see this as 
involving modern Christian music, a praise band 
and singers, with a focus on youth involvement and 
less structure.

FPC has tried this on a limited basis, including the 
EPIC service, and music director Steve Bixler already 
incorporates a guitar and songs from outside the 
hymnal. Many longtime members fear more of this 
approach is a watering down of the message, with 
lots of repeated words and less thought.

Several members expressed a willingness to try something 
different, while others were so thoroughly opposed that 
they said they would have to find a traditional service 
elsewhere, even if they did not quit FPC. “And, oh, it 
is too loud. It wears me out. And I don’t feel like there’s 
a lot of brain required,” a member commented.

Well-done contemporary worship, considerations of 
depth aside, costs money and is not a natural fit for 
a traditional church. One pastor strongly urges anyone 
to consider the cost and energy of hiring and managing 
a band. Another pastor mentions that her church has 
a Sunday night gathering featuring acoustic music but 
admits it has tried other contemporary services without 
getting them right.

“We understand that we have to reach out to the 
way people want to do church now and provide a good 
alternative for that. But that would take dedication, 
resourcing, and staff that we don’t have,” said one 
person. “We have a staff that does traditional worship 
really well, but I don’t believe we do contemporary 
worship well at all.”

So, like other options, this one requires adjusting 
resources, priorities, money, and comfort levels. And 
depending on the approach, it could exacerbate what 
some say is already a concern at FPC: unity.
“I have a former colleague who goes to one of the 
Methodist churches in town, and they did the dual 
services – a traditional one and a contemporary one,” 
said one member. “He says, ‘You know what it really 
means is you have two congregations that don’t ever 
get together.’”

PART 2.2

Live for the Future
GO COMTEMPORARY OR HYBRID

MINISTER TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD

REFUGEE OR OTHER CHURCH PLANTS
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CONCLUSION

Each of the options proposed in this conversation guide require a sense of shared and clear 
purpose to drive options and directions that FPC may ultimately choose to explore. There 
are many options to be considered, and no one “right” solution. But what, by FPC’s definition, 
will progress look like?

Ultimately, the questions to be answered are clear. What does it mean to be First Presbyterian 
Church in Wichita today? Who do we want to be? What is God calling us to consider? 

Whatever approach the congregation chooses, now is the time for “urgency without panic,” as 
one person put it. One three-decade member feels some of that urgency. “I know that we have to 
do some pretty important planning and have some common goals. I can see it being pretty difficult, 
but within I am hoping,” she said. “No. 1, we don’t have time to bicker. No. 2, we don’t have a whole 
lot of choices here. And No. 3, we’re just going to have to practice some real Christianity here. 
… Yeah, church is different today. … But God is still here. He’s in our lives and he’s nudging us to 
come up with some plans.”

What are we passionate about?

What additional conversations may be needed to make progress? What can 
we do to make the process of exploring our future trustworthy for all involved?

Are there things we are willing to let go of so the mission 
of the church will continue?

How will we support those who are (will be) experiencing loss?

What will it take to give up the security of the of the present 
for the possible but uncertain gain of the future?

PAUSE TO CONSIDER
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most Presbyterians, the “frozen chosen,” but are 
working to become a congregation in the Presbytery. 
Younger on average than FPC’s membership, they have 
a number of children who participate in the Wednesday 
night service and youth group.

Welcoming another congregation was a big step, 
many members said, but a good, if distracting, one. 
Sometimes the Congolese children, like the few FPC 
has, are energetic and noisy – a bit too energetic and 
noisy for some. Largely, they are a separate entity 
within FPC. For one member, a joint service was 
so contrasting it felt “like a hostage situation.”

“As far as the adults go, the mission commission 
members are usually pretty good about staying in 
contact with them and making sure we know about 
their concerns and needs and trying to figure out ways 
to support them, but the church as a whole, I don’t 
think that we’re very integrated,” a member said. 

All that said, several members have speculated that 
the refugee congregation and others like it could be 
embraced and provide FPC an opportunity to thrive 
again. So maybe being an incubator of sorts for other 
churches is a mission, whether they remain separate 
or steadily infuse a new FPC family.

“So, you put together two, three or four groups and 
maybe there’s a way. But there’s a lot of open-mindedness 
that has to come with that,” a member said.

It would also require resources and management. Young 
congregations are not wealthy ones, but there could be 
strength in numbers. It is hard to deny the contribution 
provided by just having more people in the building.

“My view is: If you’re doing stuff that other people 
are interested in, they’ll get involved,” one member 
said. “Purpose, that’s what people want.”

Opening our doors to Congolese people was a 
“tremendous outreach,” he added. “I kind of wonder 
if maybe five years from now our congregation may 
be completely different than it is today. That’s fine with 
me as long as you’re still preaching Christ, and we’re 
meeting the needs of people being exposed to Christ 
and help them see the love of Christ.”

Gordon over at City Life – itself going through a 
transition with the departure of two founding pastors 
– urged a look within to determine a path forward: “I 
think some of the best ideas will probably come within 
their own tradition, of ‘What does it mean to be faithful? 
What does it mean to re-contextualize within staying 
Presbyterian?’”

Two members who are young parents hope that FPC 
can become somewhere they “would want to go and 
participate beyond Sunday” and a place where “we’re 
actively working together.” 
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